OER Resources for Professors
Hello!

Samantha Cook
Instructional Design Librarian

Kristina Clement
Student Success Librarian
“Education is SHARING.”

David Wiley, Lumen Learning
“Transitioning to open access course materials has revolutionized my classroom in the most positive ways possible, bringing student participation to a new level of excellence.”

Dr. Susan Dewey, Department of Gender and Women’s Studies
1. OER Sites

There are many different universities or companies who have created a database of OER materials you can use.
× Nonprofit organization
× Focuses on Math, Science, Social Sciences, Humanities, and AP courses
× Includes full textbook and instructor resources
× Low-cost technologies that are integrated in the books
× Can download in Kindle
× Can print through Amazon for around $40
× OpenStax Tutor
  × Research-backed online courseware
BC OpenEd

- Nonprofit organization
- Focuses on Math, Science, Social Sciences, Humanities, and AP courses
- Includes full textbook and instructor resources
- OER Grant Program
- OER Toolkits
- Open Textbook Directory
OER Commons

→ Creative Commons
→ For K-12 & Higher Education
→ Resource, Lesson, and Module builders
→ Curated Collections
  ◆ Arts and Humanities Textbooks and Full Courses
  ◆ Game Based Learning
  ◆ Language Textbooks
  ◆ Foundational STEM courses and Textbooks
Other OER Collections

× Merlot
× MIT Open Courseware
× Open Textbook Library
× Connexions
× Lumen Learning
× Skills Commons
× Center for Open Educational Resources and Language Learning
× Saylor Foundational Courses
2. OER Resources

There are many different guides or companies who have developed resources to help you develop and use OER in the classroom.
Community College Consortium for Open Educational Resources

About
Includes 27 US States and 2 Canadian Provinces
Advocates for culturally responsive teaching

Contains
OER Webinars
Open Education Pathways
Case Studies
Not Textbooks but instead resources to help you find open materials.
Open Educational Conferences
Open Oregon

- Features all of Oregon’s public colleges and universities.
- Offer $200 for peer-review’s of open textbooks.
- Offer workshops, resources, and programs.
- List of resources that people in their community are using. (I.E. reading lists, tutorials, books, etc.)
- OER FAQ
OER Library Guides

- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- University of Oklahoma Libraries
- Association of Research Libraries
- Oregon State University
- Arizona State University
- Humboldt State University
- UMass Amherst
- University of Maryland Libraries
- University of Minnesota
- Virginia Tech
- University of Houston
- Drexel
International Journal of Open Educational Resources

IJOER

× 1st OER Journal
× Interactive Open Access Journal
× Blog
× Great resources on the website
OER Library Guides

- University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
- University of Oklahoma Libraries
- Association of Research Libraries
- Oregon State University
- Arizona State University
- Humboldt State University
- UMass Amherst
- University of Maryland Libraries
- University of Minnesota
- Virginia Tech
- University of Houston
- Drexel
Thanks!

Any questions?

You can find us at:

scook13@uwyo.edu
kclemens@uwyo.edu
Credits

Special thanks to all the people who made and released these awesome resources for free:
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